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Typographical Conventions Used in this Publication 

Bold facing indicates what you should type. 

Square brackets, [], indicate a function key, the name of which appears 
in uppercase within the brackets. For example, [RErRN], [crRL], etcc 

Underlining is used for an~asis. 
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Information about this Manual 

Review the following items before you read this publication. 

The subj ect of this manual 

This manual explains what the WSORr program is and heM to execute WSORT. 

The audience for whom this publication was written 

This manual is for the user or system manager who needs to sort the 
Gontents of text files. Before you read this manual, you should complete 
the tutorials in either the ~ User's Introductory Manna l or the ~ 
S.ysten Manager's Introductory Manual. 

Related publications 

The chart on the following page lists other publications about the WMCS 
and the order in which they should be read. 
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Chapter 1 

General Information 

The WSORT program, one of the utilities 
sorts the contents of one or rrore files 
WSORr can also merge the sorted files. 

in the WMCS ot:erating system, 
according to st:ecified keys. 

This program is similar to the SORT program described in the ~ User's 
Reference Manual. Unlike SORT, the switches and key modifiers in WSORI' 
are written in the standard WMCS syntax. WSORT is faster and generally 
much easier to use than SORT. 

How WSORT works 

WSORT rearranges the contents of a file or files according to the 
criteria you St:ecify. The sorted result is put into a destination file. A 
sort "key" is used to St:ecify what information in the record should be 
compared with other records to sort that record. In a personnel list, for 
example, you can SI=ecify that the first key is the department number and 
that the second key is the salary. The sorted resul t is a 1 ist of 
employees ordered by salary within each department. If you do not st:ecify 
a sort key, the enti re record is used as the key. 

Records can be divided into fields. Fields give you the ability to 
describe hON to find a key, when the exact };Osition of the key in the 
record may vary. For example, the parts of an address may be seI;arated on 
a line by commas. You can st:ecify that a field is delimited by COlllIllaS. 

This will enable you to sort the addresses by city name, which is 
somewhere after the second comma. The exact };Osition of the sort key 
(city name) can be described for each record (address) by describing the 
field (after the second comma) it is in. 

Sort keys are specified with the :keyN= switch. The "N" is a number from 
1 to 10 that determines the order the keys are used. "Modifiers" follON 
the equal sign in the switch. A key modifier describes the limits of a 
key. Submodifiers further pinpoint the location of the key. Key modifiers 
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General Information 

for the :keyN= switch are described in detail inchapter 2 of this 
manual. 

How to Execute the WSORl' Program 

A surmnary of how to execute the WSORI' cornrrand, useful 
reference, is provided in the ~ User I s Reference Manqa' • 
description of executing the WSORT program is given here. 

for quick 
A complete 

Parameters 

There are two required parameters, File List and Destination. They ap{:€ar 
on the corranand line in the follcwing order: 

> wsort filelist destination :switches 

The File List parameter specifies the names of the source files whose 
contents are to be sorted. It can contain several filenames separated by 
commas. Wildcard symbols are allowed in the File List parameter. 

The Destination parameter is a single file designation into which the 
sorted contents of the source files are merged and written. No wildcard 
symbols are allcwed in this parameter. 

SWitches 

The following switches apply to the entire sort process and control how 
the files are sorted and how the records are treated. All switches allow 
unique abbreviations. SWitches may appear in any order on the command 
line. ' 

These five switches are standard switches which affect the selection of 
files when wildcard symbols are used in the File List parameter: 

:before= 

:since= 

:exclude= 

Files created or modified before the date and 
time you specify in this switch are included in 
the File List. 

Files created or modified since the date and time 
you specify in this switch are included in the 
File List. 

Files in the list you sp:cify in this switch are 
excluded from the File List parameter. 
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:uic= 

: mod 

General Information 

Files cwned by the UTCs or usernames you st;:ecify 
in this switch are included in the File List. 

The modification date is used instead of the 
creation date in the :before= and :since= 
switches. 

These switches control how files are sorted and how results of the sort 
are displayed. 

:sort= 

:log 

:duplicates 

:stats 

: errorhandling= 

Files that match the wildcard symbols in the File 
List are read in the order you specify in this 
switch. 'IYP= extension, uie, or date. The default 
is alphabetical order by filename. 

Names of the source files are logged to SYS$ERROR 
unless you sp:cify :nolog. 

Records with duplicate key values are output 
unless you specify :noduplicates. If 
:noduplicates is sp:cified, only the first record 
of several records with duplicate sort key values 
is written to the Destination file. 

Use this switch to display statistics about the 
sort to SYS$OUTPUT. '!be display includes the 
ntmlber of files sorted, the number of records 
sorted, the number of comparisons r:erformed, the 
amount of rrenory used (in Kbytes), and the amount 
of time used (in seconds) dur ing the sort. 

This switch controls how erroneous records are 
handled. Six mutually exclusive- options are 
available. No abbreviations are allaved. 

The default value is :error=reject. The values 
"report" and "stop" force the :log switch to 
":log" even if ":nolog" has been explicitly 
specified. 

'IYP= one of the following values for this switch: 

reject Do not report erroneous records and 
exclude them from the sort. 

stop Report the first erroneous record and 
then terminate. 
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General Information 

:errorfile= 

: text 

: recordlen= 

report ReI?Ort all erroneous records. If the 
:errorfile= switch is used, write the 
sorted erroneous records to that file. 

ignore Ignore erroneous records and do not 
reI?Ort then. Sort then with the other 
records. If the :errorfile= switch is 
used, write the sorted erroneous records 
to that file. 

first Sort erroneous records as a group and 
write them at the top of the Destination 
file. If the :errorfile= switch is used, 
write the sorted erroneous records to 
that file. 

last Sort erroneous records as a group and 
write then at the bottom of the 
Destination file. If the :errorfile= 
switch is used, write the sorted 
erroneous records to that file. 

Use this switch to sr-ecify the name of a file in 
which the sorted erroneous records are placed. 
If the value of the :errorhandling= switch is 
"first," "last," "ignore" or "report," the sorted 
erroneous records are not written to the 
Destination file but are written to this "error" 
file. 

Source files are treated as text files unless you 
sr-ecify :notext. A text file is a file of ASCII 
characters organized as lines of text. The ASCII 
<LF> character is the line terminator. A non
text file does not have the ASCII <LF> character 
as a line terminator and is organized solely as 
records with a fixed record length. 

Use this switch to sp:cify the record size of 
non-text source and destination files, regardless 
of the actual file record sizes. !YPe a value 
from I to 65535 inclusive. 

If : recordlen= is sr-ecified and :text is not 
explicitly sr-ecified, or :notext is sr-ecified, 
the files are read with the record length you 
specify in this switch. 

If :notext is sr-ecified and :recordlen= is not 
specified, the record length used for all source 
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:rnaxrecordlen= 

:manory= 

: ascending 

: descending 

: del imi ter= 

:skip= 

General Information 

files is the actual record length of the first 
source file. 

Use this switch to sp:cify the maximum length (in 
bytes) of any record in the source file list. If 
a text record is read which is longer than the 
value of this switch, an error is reported and 
WSORI' termina tes. The def aul t is 
:rnaxrecordlen=1024. 

Use this switch to sp:cify the maximum amount of 
menory (in Kbytes) to l::e used on the ini tial 
buffer allocation for sorting records. 

If files with fixed record lengths are sorted, 
the memory used will be 1 Kbyte more than the 
value specified by this switch. 

If text files with different length lines are 
sorted, the manory used will vary because of the 
nature of dynamic memory. HCMever, the initial 
memory allocation will not be ITOre than that 
specified in this switch. 

The rrore nenory that is allocated to the WSORr 
utility for sorting records, the faster the sort 
will be. The default is :memory=64. 

Files are sorted in ascending order unless you 
sp:cify : descending. 

Use this switch to sort files in descending 
order. This switch is mutually exclusive to the 
:ascending switch. 

Use this switch to specify the characters which 
delimit fields within a record. This switch is 
only valid when used with the field= key 
rrodifier. (See chapter 2.) The value of the 
field= key modifier selects the field from which 
the sort key is extracted. TYPe a string of 
characters enclosed in double quotation marks. 
There are no default characters for this switch. 

Use this switch to sp:cify the characters which 
are skipp:d when scanning a record for a key. 
TYPe a string of characters enclosed in double 
quotation marks. The default is 
:skip=<SP><TAB><LF>. 
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General Information 

: ignoreleading= 

:keyN= 

Examples 

Use this switch to specify the leading characters 
which will be ignored when WSORr scans for a key 
within a field. Type a string of characters 
enclosed in Cbuble quotation marks. The default 
is :ignoreleading=<SP><TAB><LF>. 

Use this switch to specify sort keys upon which 
the sort is :performed. '!be sort key order is 
specified by the value of N in the switch name, 
i.e., the prirrary sort key switch is :keyl=, the 
secondary sort key switch is :key2=, etc. Up to 
10 keys may be specified. This switch contains 
modifiers which describe the sort key 
characteristics. '!be key modifiers are described 
in detail in chapter 2 of this manual. 

All :keyN= switches must be numbered 
consecutively. For example, if you are using 
three sort keys, you must specify :keyl=, :key2=, 
and key3=. You cannot specify :keyl=, :key2=, and 
:key4= 

The order in which the :keyN= switches appear on 
the corranand line does not matter. If there are no 
key switches specified, the entire record is used 
as the key and the comparisons are done as ASCII 
characters. 

The follCMing examples show 00w various WSORI' switches can t:e used to 
sort text files. 

> wsort f lie. txt sorted. txt :descending 

SuptX)se this is the contents of FILE. TXT: 
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General Information 

Directory listing of _DSOI SYSHLPI 
File name Logicall Physical Created Usernarne 

ALLOC. HLP. 1 
ARm. HLP. 1 
ASCII. HLP. 1 
ASSIGN. HLP. 1 
BACKUP. HLP. 1 
BKUP.HLP.1 
B'IUP. HLP. 1 
CD. HLP. 1 

2.51 
5.81 
3.01 
1.71 
3.21 
1.31 
3.01 
1.41 

3.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
6.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

WSORr sorts FILE. TXT in descending order and puts the result in the file 
SORTED.'IXT. '!his is the contents of SORTED.'IXT: 

File name Logical! Physical Created Username 
Directory listing of _DSO/SYSHLPI 
CD. HLP. 1 1.41 
B'IUP.HLP.l 3.01 
BKUP.HLP.l 1.31 
BACKUP.HLP.l 3.21 
ASSIGN. HLP. 1 1.71 
ASCII. HLP. 1 3.01 
ARCH. HLP. 1 5.81 
ALLOC.HLP.l 2.51 

> wsort file. txt sorted. txt : stats 

2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
6.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

StJRX)se this is the contents of FILE. TXT: 

DEVICES. HLP. 1 
CONFIG. HLP. 2 
COUNr. HLP. 1 
DEF. HLP. 1 
CRD.HLP.1 
CREATE. HLP. 1 
DATES. HLP. 1 
DEL. HLP. 1 
DEALLOC. HLP. 1 
CONFIG. HLP. 1 
DEL. HLP. 2 
COPY • HLP. 1 
DEV.HLP.l 
DEL. HLP. 3 

3.61 
1.71 
1.81 
1.11 
1.81 
1.51 
4.51 
2.01 
1.81 
1 .. 71 
2.01 
3.41 
1.71 
2.01 

4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 13-Oct-1985 08:03:12 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
5.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 08:07:35 SYSTEM 
4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 09:14:27 SYSTEM 

WSORI' sorts FILE.TXT in ascending order and puts the result in the file 
SORrED.TXT. This is the contents of SORI'ED.TXT: 
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General Information 

(x)NFIG. HLP. 1 
(x)NFIG. HLP. 2 
(X)PY • HLP .1 
(X)um. HLP. 1 
aID. HLP. 1 
CREATE. HLP. 1 
DATES. HLP. 1 
DEALLOC. HLP. 1 
DEF.HLP.l 
DEL. HLP. 1 
DEL. HLP. 2 
DEL. HLP. 3 
DEV.HLP.l 
DEVICES. HLP. 1 

1.7/ 
1.7/ 
3.4/ 
1.8/ 
1.8/ 
1.5/ 
4.5/ 
1.8/ 
1.11 
2.0/ 
2.0/ 
2.0/ 
1.7/ 
3.6/ 

2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 13-Dct-1985 08:03:12 SYSTEM 
4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTDI 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
5.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 08:07:35 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 09:14:27 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

The : stats switch displays the follcwing report dur ing the sort: 

1 file sorted 
14 records sorted 
52 comparisons t:erformed 
22 Kbytes of memory used 
1 second of time used 

> weort filel. txt, file2. txt, file3 • txt sorted. txt :noduplicates 

Supp:>se this is the contents of FILEl. 'IXT: 

Directory listing of _DSO/SYSHLP/ 
File name Logica1/ Physical Created Usernarne 

ASCI I. HLP. 1 
ASSIGN. HLP. 1 
BACKUP. HLP. 1 
ARm. HLP. 1 
BKUP.HLP.l 
ALLOC. HLP. 1 
CD. HLP. 1 
B'IUP. HLP .1 

3.0/ 
1.7/ 
3.21 
5.8/ 
1.3/ 
2.5/ 
1.4/ 
3.0/ 

--------- ----
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
6.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

SUPI;Ose this is the contents of FILE2. 'IXT: 
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CD. HLP. 1 
B'IUP.HLP.l 
BKUP.HLP.l 
BACKUP.~.l 
ASSIGN. HLP. 1 
ASCII. HLP. 1 
ARrn.HLP.l 
M.J..l:£. HLP .1 

1.4/ 
3.0/ 
1.3/ 
3.21 
1.7/ 
3.0/ 
5.8/ 
2.5/ 

General Information 

2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SY~l 
2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEN 
4.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Cct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Cct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
6.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

SuptX)se this is the contents of FILE3. TXT: 

FUNCl'IONS. HLP. 1 
OO.HLP.l " 
EDI'lLIST.HLP.l 
DMNT.HLP.l 
DUMP. HLP. 1 
ERR. HLP. 1 
FILELIST. HLP. 1 
FSTAT. HLP. 1 
FPM3R. HLP. 3 
DSTAT. HLP. 1 
FIXSTACK. HLP. 1 

1.8/ 
1.5/ 
1.8/ 
1.9/ 
2.5/ 
1.21 
1.8/ 
3.21 
1.8/ 
8.3/ 
1.5/ 

2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Cct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Cct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Cct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
4.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 04-Mar-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
9.0 12-Cct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

All three files are sorted and the results are merged and put into the 
file SORTED. TXT. '!he :noduplicates gwitch suppresses the display of 
duplicate records in the sort. 'Ibis is the contents of SORI'ED. 'IXT: 
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General Information 

ALLOC.HLP.1 2.5/ 
ARCH. HLP. 1 5.8/ 
ASCII. HLP. 1 3.0/ 
ASSIGN. HLP. 1 1.7/ 
BACKUP. HLP. 1 3.21 
BKUP.HLP.1 1.3/ 
BTUP.HLP.1 3.0/ 
CD. HLP. 1 1.4/ 
CHECKSUM. HLP. 1 1.9/ 
CHKD.HLP.1 1.8/ 
CIP. HLP. 1 1.4/ 
CMD. HLP. 1 1.8/ 
DM. HLP. 1 1.5/ 
DMNT.HLP.1 1.9/ 
DSTAT.HLP.1 8.3/ 
DUMP. HLP. 1 2.5/ 
Directory listing of _DSO/SYSHLP/ 
EDITLIST.HLP.1 1.8/ 
ERR. HLP. 1 1.21 
FILELIST.HLP.1 1.8/ 
FIXSTACK.HLP.1 1.5/ 
FPMGR.HLP.3 1.8/ 
FSTAT.HLP.1 3.21 
FUNCTIONS. HLP. 1 1.8/ 
File name Logical/ 

3.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
6.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
4.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
9.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
3.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Dct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 04-Mar-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
4.0 16-Apr-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 
2.0 12-Oct-1985 00:00:00 SYSTEM 

Physical Created Username 

For examples of the :keyN= switch, read chapter 2 of this manual. 
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Chapter 2 

WSORT Key Modifiers 

'Ibis chapter explains the key rrodifiers that can be used with the :keyN= 
switch for WSORT. Key modifiers alloW you to perform complicated sorts 
with custom-rrade keys. If you Cb not use the :keyN= switch, the entire 
record is used as the key and the cornpar isons are done as ASCII 
characters. 

As many as ten :keyN= switches can be typed on the command line. (N is a 
number from 1 to 10.) 'Ibe value of N determines the sort key order. For 
example, :keyl= is the primary sort key, :key2= is the secondary sort 
key, etc. All :keyN= switches must be numbered consecutively. Havever, 
they can be tyJ;ed in any order on the conunand line. 

Key rrodifiers are tyJ;ed after the equal sign and are separated by commas. 
'!hey can apJ;ear in any order. For example: 

> wsort file. txt sorted. txt :keyl=delirniter=" .. , field=1 ,dictionary 

Unique abbreviations of the modifiers are allowed. For example, "asc" for 
ascending, "dic" for dictionary, "f" for floatingpoint, etc. 

Key modifiers override WSORT switches and default values with sirndlar 
names. For example, ":keyl=ascending" overrides the ":descending" switch 
on the corranand 1 ine. 

Direction Modifiers 

The following mutually exclusive modifiers specify the direction of the 
sort for a single sort key. 
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WSORT Key Modifiers 

ascending 

descending 

Field Modifiers 

Use this rrodifier to st:ecify that the key will 
sort in ascending order. 

Use this modifier to specify that the key will 
sort in descending order. 

Sort keys can be used to divide a record into fields. Fields can be 
defined in a very flexible manner using key modifiers. A sort key is 
extracted from a field based ufX)n the modifiers and data type of the key. 

Field definition can be as simple as specifying an absolute location in a 
record, or as com~ex as isolating a free-format, anywhere-in-the-record 
field based up:>n the data in a record. 

'!be follaving sample file record will be used to illustrate the operation 
of field modifiers. Results of each field definition example will be 
enclosed in double quotation marks in order to IPake sfaces easier to see. 
The sam~e record is a single line from the dis~ay of this DIR command: 

> dir * :size :create :username :head 

'!be sample record is printed below in boldface. The numbers above the 
sample line represent the relative byte };X>sitions. 

11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345 

SORl'.C.242 85.41 86.0 23-oct-1985 10:24:57 GB 

'!be following modifiers govern the extraction of a single sort key from a 
record: 

startat= Use this modifier to specify (by byte };X>sition) 
where the field scan will start, relative to the 
beginning of the record. My data before that 
specified by this modifier will not be examined 
when the fields are defined. This modifier can 
have };X>sitional submodifiers. The default is 
"startat=l" (the first byte in the record) • 
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Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=startat=36 

'Ibis defines the follcwing part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

" 86.0 23-Gct-1985 10 :24: 57 GB" 

Use this modifier to specify (by byte position) 
where the field scan will end, relative to the 
beginning of the record. !my data after that 
specified by this modifier will not be examined 
when the fields are defined. This modifier can 
have positional submodifiers. The default is the 
end of the record. 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=endat=15 

This defines the follcwing part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

"SORT.C.242 " 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

: keyl=startat=24, endat=30 

This defines the follcwing part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

" 85.4" 

Use this modifier to specify the characters to 
skip when parsing a key from a text record. TYPe 
a string of characters enclosed in double 
quotation marks. When a "f ield=" modifier is 
srecif ied for a sort key, the characters 
srecified by this modifier are skipped before the 
search for a character specified by the 
:delirniter= switch. The default is the value of 
the :skip= switch. 
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del imi ter= 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=startat=24,endat=30,skip=" " 

This defines the follcwing part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

n85.4 " 

Use this modifier to specify the characters which 
delimit fields in a text record. '!be value of 
this modifier is a string of characters enclosed 
in Cbuble quotation marks. When a Iff ield=" 
modifier is SJ;ecified for a sort key, the 
characters SJ;ecified ~ this modifier are used to 
divide the record into fields. Since delimiters 
can be in different places relative to the 
beginning of a record for different records, 
fields can vary in size and number. The default 
is the value of the ":delimiter=" switch. 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=delimiter=n. :/n 

This divides the sample record into eight fields. 
Note that the delimiter characters are not part 
of the fields. (The sample fields are enclosed in 
do ubI e quotation marks.) 

field 1 = nSORT" 
field 2 = ne" 
field 3 = "242 85 " 
field 4 = n4" 
field 5 = " 86" 
field 6 = "0 23-Oct-1985 10" 
field 7 = n24 n 
field 8-= "57 GB" 

Because delimiter characters are not contained in 
fields, it is possible to have a field with a 
length of zero ~tes created ~ two adjacent 
delimiters. '!his is known as an "empty" field. 
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Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=startat=54 ,endat=63 ,delimiter=" ." 

This divides the sample record into five fields: 

field 1 = If" (empty field) 
field 2 = "10" 
field 3 = "24" 
field 4 = "57" 
field 5 = "" (empty field) 

My character SI;ecified by the "delimiter=" 
modifier can not apt:ear in the "ignoreleading" 
modifier for the same sort key definition. 

Use this modifier to specify which field the key 
resides in. The first field in a record is 1, the 
second field is 2, etc. There is no default value 
for this modifier. Therefore, a record is not 
divided into fields unless this modifier is 
explicitly SI;:eCified, even if the "delimiter=" 
modifier is SI;ecified. 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=startat=54,endat=63,\ 
delimiter=" : ", field=2 

This defines the following part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

"10" 

Since the number of fields in a record can vary, 
any record which divides into feNer fielas than 
is sJ;ecif ied by this modif ier • resul ts in an 
erroneous record. Selection of an anpty field by 
this modifier also results in an erroneous 
record. The disposition of an erroneous record is 
sJ;ecified by the :errorhandling= switch. 

Use this modifier to place an absolute limit (in 
bytes) on the field length. There is no default 
length. If no length is sp:cified, it is 
deter.mined ~ the other modifiers. This modifier 
can have length submodifiers. 
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offset= 

ignoreleading= 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=startat=24,endat=30,length=5 

This def ines the follCMing part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

n 85 " 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=length=19 

This defines the follCMing part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

"SORT.C.242 " 

Use this modifier to specify where the key 
starts, relative to the beginning of a field. 
This modifier can use positional submodifiers. 
The default is "offset=O". 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=length=25,offset=5 

This defines the follCMing part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

"C.242 85.4" 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=delimiter="/" ,field=2,offset=-7, \ 
length=6 

This defines the follGling part of the sample 
record as the key field: 

" 85.4" 

Use this modifier to specify the leading 
characters which are ignored when extracting the 
key from a field. TYPe a string of characters 
enclosed in oouble quotation marks. Characters 
are ignored starting from the offset from the 
beginning of the field until the first non-
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ignorable character is encountered. The default 
value is the value specified by the 
:ignoreleading= switch. 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=startat=24,endat=32,ignoreleading=" " 

This defines the follGling tart of the sample 
record as the key field: 

"85.41 ,. 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=deli~"/",field=2,off=-7,len=6,ignorel 
eading=" " 

This defines the follGling tart of the sample 
record as the key field: 

"85.4 " 

My character in the" ignoreleading=" modifier 
cannot appear in the "delimiter=" modifier for 
the same sort key definition. 

Positional submodifiers are used for specifying the value of the 
"startat=", "endat=", "length=" and "offset=" key rrodifiers. If more 
than one fX)sitional submodifier is used, they must be separated by corranas 
and enclosed in cbuble quotation marks. For example: 

: keyl=startat= "byte=2 ,bi t=4" 

Positional submodifiers specify a relative fX)sition, i.e., 1 means the 
first, 2 means the second, etc. There are eight different submodifiers. 

(number) This submodifier is a number which implies the 
relative ~te fX)sition. The follGling fX)sitional 
submodifier specifies that the field starts at 
the 17th byte of a record: 

startat=17 
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tcddigits= 

bits= 

bytes= 

char acte rs= 

doublewords= 

nibbles= 

This submodifier is a synonym for "nibbles=". 

This subrnodifier specifies the relative bit 
position. The following positional submodifier 
specifies that the key offset starts at the 5th 
bit from the teginning of the field: 

offset=bits=5 

The following examples are all equivalent: 

startat=bits=17 
startat=bytes=3 
startat=3 

This submodifier specifies the relative byte 
position. A qyte is 8 bits. The following 
positional subrnodifier specifies that the field 
ends in the 32nd byte of a record: 

endat=bytes=32 

This subrnodif ier is a synonym for "bytes= n • 

This submodifier specifies the relative 
doubleword position. A Cbubleword is 32 bits. 
There are four bytes per doubleword. The 
following positional submodifier specifies that 
the key offset starts at the 2nd doubleword from 
the teginning of the field: 

offset=doubleword=2 

The following submodifier specifies the same 
relative position: 

offset=bytes=5 

This submodifier specifies the relative nibble 
position. A nibble is 4 bits. There are two 
nibbles per qyte. The following subrnodifier 
specifies that the field starts at the 3 rd nibble 
of a record: 
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startat=nibbles=3 

The following submodifier specifies the same 
relative position: 

startat=bytes=2 

This submodifier specifies the relative word 
position. A word is 16 bits. There are two 
bytes per word. The following submodifier 
st:ecifies that the field ends at the 6th word of 
a record: 

endat=words=6 

The following example sJ;:eCifies the same relative 
position: 

startat=bytes=ll 

If several positional submodifiers are used together, they are relative 
to each other, with the first being relative to the beginning of the 
record. The following sets of equivalent examples illustrate the 
relativity. The final p:>sition is marked with an asterisk in the 
"record" line. 

startat="doublewords=l,words=l,bytes=l,nibbles=l,bits=l" 
startat=''word=l ,bit=I" 
startat=byte=1 
startat=l 

Record 
Doublewords 
Words 
Bytes 

I * 
I 1 
112 
III 2 3 I 4 

2 
3 
5 I 6 

4 
7 

startat= "doublewords=2 ,words=2 ,bytes=2 ,nibbles=2 n 

startat=''word=4,bit=13'' 
startat=nibbles=16 

Record 
Doub18'lords 
Words 
Bytes 
Nibbles 

1 
1 
1 
I 

2 
2 3 
I I 

2-9 

2 
3 

4 5 
I I 

4 
6 7 
I I 

3 
5 

8 9 

* 
3 
5 

8 9 
I I 

I 
I 

I 6 I 
101 III 121 

I 
I 

I 6 I 
101 III 121 
I I I I I I 
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startat=ndoublewords=4,bytes=-l n 
startat= "words=5 ,bytes=4" 
startat=12 

Record 
Doub1ewords 
Words 
Bytes 

1 
1 2 
1 I 2 3 I 4 

2 
3 I 4 
5 I 6 171 8 

3 
5 
9 

* I 
I 

I 6 I 
101 III 121 

Length submodifiers are the same as the positional submodifiers, but the 
values for length submodifiers are additive instead of relative. The 
following sets of equivalent examples illustrate the addition. The final 
length is marked with an arrow in the nlength" line. 

Length=ndoublewords=l,words=l,bytes=l" 
Length="word=3,bytes=ln 
Length=bytes=7 
Length=7 

Length > I 
Doublewords 1 2 3 I 
Words 1 I 2 3 4 5 I 6 I 
Bytes 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 6 7 I 8 9 101 III 121 

Length=ndoublewords=2,words=-2,bytes=2,nibbles=2n 
Length="words=4,bytes=-1" 
Length=bytes=7 
Length=nibbles=14 
Length=7 

Length > I 
Doublewords 1 2 3 I 
Words 1 2 3 4 5 I 6 I 
Bytes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101 III 121 
Nibbles I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Length="doublewords=3,bytes=-l n 
Length="words=5,bytes=l n 
Length=11 

Length --> I 
Doubl ewords 1 2 3 I 
Words 1 2 3 4 5 I 6 I 
Bytes 1 I 2 3 I 4 5 I 6 7 I 8 9 101 III 121 
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Data, ~ Modifiers 

The following key modifiers specify the data type of a single sort key. 
These can further refine the value of the sort key after it has been 
extracted from a field. There are thirteen data ty};:es used by the WSORT 
utility. Each is mutually exclusive with the others. 

The following sample file record will be used to illustrate the op:ration 
of data ty};:e modifiers. '!he sample record is a single line from the 
display of this DIR cormnand: 

> dir * :size :create :username :head 

The sample record is printed below in toldface. The numbers above the 
sample line represent the relative byte p:>sitions. 

11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345 

SORT.C.242 85.41 86.0 23-Q::t-1985 10:24:57 GB 

The following modifiers govern the extraction of a single sort key from a 
record: 

ascii 

asciidecirnal 

Use this roodifier to sp:cify the sort key data 
type as ASCII (8-bit unsigned byte) characters. 
This is the default data type when a data type 
modifier is not specified. This data typ: (bes 
not further modify the sort key as def ined by the 
field definition modifiers. 

Use this modifier to sp:cify the sort key data 
ty};:e as an ASCII decinal. number. A plus, +, or a 
minus, -, sign can app:ar irrmeCiiately before the 
first numeric character. The key value is 
converted to a signed 32-bit binary integer for 
comparison. Any leading· spaces or tabs are 
skip~d when scanning the field for the ASCII 
decinal. number. '!his is in addition to those 
s{:ecified by the "ignoreleading=" modifier. 
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Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=del=rtjrt,field=2,off=-7,1en=6,\ 
asciidecirral 

This defines the follCMing integer value from the 
sample record as the sort key: 

85 

asciifloatingpoint Use this modifier to specify the sort key data 
ty},:e as an ASCII floating-J;Oint number. A pI us or 
a minus sign can appear bnmediately before the 
first numeric character. The number can be in 
fixed J;Oint (x. xx) or scientific (x.xxExx) 
notation. The key value is converted to a signed 
64-bit binary floating-J;Oint number for 
cornparisions. Any leading spaces or tabs are 
skipped when scanning the field for the ASCII 
floating-J;Oint number. This is in addition to 
those specified by the "ignoreleading=rt modifier. 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=del="jrt,field=2,off=-7,1en=6,asciifloa 
tingpoint 

This defines the follCMing floating-J;Oint value 
from the sample record as the sort key: 

85.4 

asciihexadecirnal This modifier specifies the sort key data type as 
an ASCII hexadecimal number. A dollar sign, $, 
can appear immediately before the first 
hexadecimal character. TJpt:ercase or ICMercase 
characters can be used as hexadecimal digits. 
The key value is converted to a signed 32-bit 
binary integer for comparision. Any leading 
spaces or tabs are skipped when scanning the 
field for the ASCII hexadecimal number. This is 
in addition to those specified by the 
"ignoreleading=" modifier. 
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Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=del=n/n,field=2,off=-7,len=6,asciihexa 
decimal 

This defines the follcwing integer value (base 
10) from the sample record as the sort key: 

133 (85 in base 16) 

This is a synoI1¥IIl for "asci if 1 oatingpo int " . 

Use this modifier to specify the sort key data 
type as a signed binary integer. '!he default 
length of the binary data type is four bytes. 

Use this mdifier to specify the sort key data 
type as an unsigned bit field. It can be from 1 
to 32 bits in length and does not need to begin 
or end on byte boundaries. The default length of 
a bit field is 32 bits. 

This modifier is the same as "ascii n except that 
no distinction is made between uppercase and 
lcwercase alphabetic characters during 
comparisons. If two records have the same key 
value, their order is determined by comparing the 
original fields as ASCII characters. 

Use this modifier to specify the sort key data 
type as alphanumeric. All alphanumeric 
characters in the field form the value of the 
key. If two records have the same key val ue, 
their order is determined by comparing the 
original fields as ASCII characters. 
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floatingpoint 

location 

real 

width 

SUPFQse you tyt:ed this key modifier:· 

:keyl=delimiter=" ", field=l ,dictionary 

This defines the following part of the sample 
record as the value of the sort key: 

"sortc242" 

Use this modifier to specify the sort key data 
type as a signed binary floating-point number. 
The length of the floating-point number can be 
either four pytes (32 bits) or eight pytes (64 
bits). !he floating point format conforms to the 
IEEE floating-point standard. 

Use this modifier to specify the sort key data 
tyt:e is actually the location of the key in the 
record. !he location is relative to the beginning 
of the record. 

Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:key1=de1="/",field=2,off=-7,1en=6,\ 
ign=" ",location 

This defines the following binary integer value 
from the sample record as the sort key: 

27 

This modifier is a &ynonyrn for "floatingpoint". 

Use this modifier to specify the sort key data 
type is actually the width, or length, of the 
field in the record. 
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Suppose you typed this key modifier: 

:keyl=del="/",field=2,off=-7,len=6, 
ign=" ", width 

This defines the follcwing binary integer value 
fran the sample record as the sort key: 

4 

The following modifiers perform miscellaneous functions for a single sort 
key. 

allcwerrors 

ignoreleading 

Use this modifier to specify whether or not a 
record is marked erroneous if an error occurs 
while extracting the sort key II '!be default is 
"noallowerrors" , which marks a record as 
erroneous if an error occurs during sort key 
extraction. 

Use this modifier to specify whether or not 
leading characters are ignored when extracting a 
sort key from a record field. This modifier can 
override the value specified by the 
:ignoreleading= switch and cause leading 
characters to not be ignored when extracting a 
key from a field. 

Note that this modifier is different from the 
"ignoreleading=" valued modifier. '!be default 
value of this modifier is "ignoreleading". This 
allONS the file default to be applied to the sort 
key if no "ignoreleading=" modifier has been 
specified. 
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